
Silent Morning Tea - Key Word Signs

Thank you

coffee hot chocolate water (northern version)

cake

juice tea

biscuit something different

Can I please have a... I want...

water (southern version)



How to sign

Tea
Place tips of
dominant index finger and 
thumb together, other 
fingers spread, palm
towards centre. Move
this formation
from non-dominant
palm to mouth
and back.

I/Me
Point to self using 
extended dominant 
index finger
(Natural gesture).

Please
Move open 
dominant hand 
straight forward 
from chin, while 
closing into fist. 
May use “thanks”.

Coffee
Form fists with both 
hands, in front of body. 
Dominant fist moves 
in small anti-clockwise 
circles above 
non-dominant fist.

Hot
Place fingertips of open 
dominant hand on 
chin. Turn hand quickly 
to palm down while 
hanging forward.

Chocolate
Fingerspell “C” 
with dominant 
fonger and thumb 
against cheek near 
mough. Rock hand 
twice, thumb still in 
contact with cheek.

Water (southern version - 
Vic, Tas, SA, WA, NT)
Stroke edge of 
extended crooked
dominant cheek, twice.

Juice
Place open dominant 
hand, fingers spread 
and crooked, palm 
down, over open non-
dominant hand, palm 
up. Twistformation 
over non-dominant 
hand, twice.

Cake
Bounce tips of 
cupped dominant 
hand, fingers 
slightly spread, 
on back of non-
dominant hand, 
twice.

Water (northern version 
- NSW, Qld)
Hold dominant hand near
face, palm facing mouth.
Move fingertips
of the dominant
hand onto
thumb, twice.

Have
Cup dominant hand, 
fingers spread, palm up. 
Drop hand while
closing into a fist.

Want
Move heel of open 
dominant hand down 
front of chest and turn 
to palm down.



Thank you
Move fingertips of 
open dominant hand, 
palm towards
body, forward from 
chin, once. *May use 
two hands.

Different
Point index fingers 
of both hands, 
palms down. Place 
edges of index 
fingers together. 
While moving 
hands apart turn to 
palms up.

Biscuit/Cookie
Extend dominant 
thumb. Move thumb 
tip in small
circle on the back 
of relaxed non-
dominant hand.
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